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Introduction
In a normal year, our travel and tourism team provide an in-
depth Holiday Trends report looking at the travel plans and 

influences of the UK population.  Given the continued uncertainty 
around the pandemic, this year we are providing a series of mini-
updates throughout the year via our monthly ClearSight® reports, 

and some deep-dives as circumstances change.  

This report is a deep-dive into overseas travel intentions mid-way 
through the year, looking at headline intentions, the barriers to travel 

and reactions to the traffic light system.

Findings also touch on domestic travel, but this is covered in 
significantly greater depth within the reports we have co-produced 

with VisitBritain.

With the overseas travel landscape continually shifting, we hope to 
update these findings in the autumn of this year.    
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The Headline Picture

ClearSight ®

1As of May 2021, only 42% 

of UK adults were seriously 

considering an overseas short 

break or holiday in the next 12 

months.

2This marks a 43% drop on normal 

times (usually measured for the next 

12 months from January) and is a 

33% drop on intention in April last 

year when the nation was enduring 

its first lockdown.

43The steep drop is in contrast 
to UK overnight trip intention 
which is set to remain relatively 
consistent with pre-pandemic 
travel.

The grim outlook is based on a 

nationally representative survey of 

1,750 adults conducted this summer, 

following the restart of overseas 

travel and the spread of the Delta 

variant. 
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5Such a large fall in intention reflects the consistently low comfort levels the 

UK public have had with overseas travel over the last 14 months.  It’s notable 

that intentions are even lower than in ‘Lockdown 1’ last year, although this is 

more related to a misguided hope that the pandemic would be over within 

a few months of it starting.  What’s notable about these figures however, is 

that they relate to the next 12 months (not just 2021 or the summer period), 

which suggests hopes of an autumn or winter surge in bookings cancelling 

out a summer slump are misplaced.  It’s possible that the Delta variant has 

dampened intention further, and successful navigation of this new strain will 

bump intention up, but even with this potential boost, desire is unlikely to get 

close to pre-pandemic levels.
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Trip types and party 
composition

ClearSight ®

1The drop in intention to holiday overseas is consistent 

across short breaks and holidays of 4+ nights – both 

falling by 43% compared to the start of 2020.

2There are also big drops in intention to travel overseas 

by age, although older age groups experience the 

biggest drops – over 55s with a 42% drop in intention 

compared to normal times, 18-34 year olds a 34% 

drop.  The larger drop amongst over 55s is linked to 

attitude to risk – this group being less likely to engage 

in activities that will increase the risk of contact with 

other people (e.g. travel to UK cities, use of public 

transport, flying and travel overseas).  

2020

2021

-43% -43% -34% -43% -42%

56% 65% 82% 72% 59%

32% 37% 54% 41% 34%

Short break Long break 18-34 year olds 35-54 year olds 55+ year olds

Trip type Overseas travel by age group

TYPE OF TRIP INCIDENCE OF OVERSEAS TRAVEL BY AGE GROUP (%)
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Trip types and party 
composition

3
4

Overseas travel clearly correlates with attitude to risk – 

those planning a trip overseas are significantly more 

likely to belong to the Life Goes On and Less to Lose 

segments than amongst the UK population (52% vs. 41%). 

For these segments ‘a guaranteed experience’ is more 

important than COVID safety.

Older age groups have exhibited the lowest confidence 
with overseas travel since the start of the pandemic. 
Whilst the successful roll-out of the vaccine has boosted 
their optimism and leisure behaviour, their confidence 
is yet to extend to ‘high risk’ activities – which overseas 
travel is perceived to be. The older age groups are more 

likely to fall into COVID cautious segments, meaning 

they will need to be reassured travel is safe if they are to 

return to holidaying abroad any time soon.

Segments

Less to lose Life goes onCautious but 
content Currently constrained Struggling Proactive but 

pragmatic

Share of the UK population

Planning an overseas Holiday

14%

10%

13%

12%

18%
13%

13%
13%

42%

10%

34%

7%

Overseas travellers are significantly more likey to belong to 
“COVID - confident than the general population
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Overseas trip comfort levels 

1The low intention to take a trip overseas is 

driven by low comfort levels with the idea of 

taking an overseas trip. Our research shows 

that the gap in comfort levels with overseas 

travel compared to normal has barely closed 

since last October, with the slight recovery 

plateauing in recent weeks. In contrast, 

comfort levels with domestic travel have 

increased significantly, and are now very 

close to normal.

Comfort gap

On a UK holiday

By Plane

On an overseas holiday
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Overseas trip confidence

2Comfort levels do not just relate to uneasiness 

about travelling during a pandemic, but also 

to low confidence that a trip overseas would 

be able to go ahead even if it was booked. At 

no point this year are more than half of the UK 

population confident an overseas trip would 

go ahead if booked. In June, only 24% were 

confident, in July just 32%. This is a contrast 

to UK trips – with over half of the UK adult 

population confident as early as July.

3Low confidence that trips would go ahead is driven 

predominantly by the threat of government restrictions 

and/or quarantine either in the UK or in the destination – 

the majority of those not confident stating this. Concerns 

about catching COVID-19 are also a factor but far less 

influential than government related factors.

August September October November December

6161
6363

60

47
4546

44

39

Confidence in the ability to take overseas trips by month (% confidence)
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Reasons for low 
trip confidence 

Reasons for low con�dence

Restrictions on travel 
from government

The risk of 
quarantine when 

returning to 
the UK

The risk of 
quarantine when 

abroad

Concerns 
about catching 

COVID-19

It’s not 
responsible to 
travel in this 

period

Personal 
�nances

63%

61%

52%

39%

38%

32%

30%

25%23%

Fewer things to 
do at destination

25%
The risk of the 
travel industry 
going out of 

business

Untrustworthy 
healthcare system 

at destination

Unaffordable 
healthcare 

system

Reasons for  low confidence (%)

Unsurprisingly, 
government restrictions 
are the overriding 
reason that people are 
put off from visiting, but 
a range of other factors 
also enter the equation
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4The dominance of government restrictions in driving low 

confidence may provide a chink of light for the overseas 

travel industry.  It suggests that if government restrictions 

continue to be reduced, confidence will increase - as 

has happened with domestic tourism.  That said, people 

will need reassurances that restrictions won’t change at 

the drop of a hat, leaving them needing to quarantine 

unexpectedly – a key barrier.  This continued uncertainty 

around government restrictions means that people will 

need flexibility with booking cancellations as much as at 

any point during the pandemic.
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Overseas trip confidence 

5Central to the public’s relationship with government 

restrictions is the traffic light system.  Notably, only 

a minority of UK adults consider themselves ‘very 

confident’ they understand the traffic light system 

(23% amongst all UK adults rising to 38% of those 

planning an overseas trip in the next 12 months).    

6

7

However, despite average confidence in understanding it, the traffic light system 

clearly has a significant impact on trip consideration. Those planning an overseas 

holiday are almost three times more likely to consider a ‘green’ destination than an 

‘amber’ destination.

The importance of ‘green’ status in generating overseas trips is underlined when 

we look at the leading long break and short break destinations UK adults are 

considering in the next 12 months. Portugal – the only ‘top 10 destination’ with 

green status during the research period was set to fare the best relative to last 

year – experienced just a 20% drop in longer breaks and no drop in short breaks. 

In contrast, the USA (an amber destination) was set to receive 71% fewer Brits 

for a longer holiday than in normal times; France and mainland Spain (both amber 

destinations), 44% fewer. Perhaps linked to talk of impending ‘green status’, Greece 

was also set to experience a smaller drop in UK visits than other destinations.

51% 25%5%18%

Green destination Amber destination Red destination None - I’ll wait
All considering an 

overseas trip All UK residents

49% 49%
38%

28%

13%
22%

Not at all con�dent Fairly con�dent Very con�dent

Confidence in understanding ‘traffic light system’  (%)

Traffic light destinations would consider taking a trip to  
(% of all consideration an overseas trip)
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Overseas trip confidence 

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Greece France Mainland Spain USA Canary Islands Portugal Italy Balearics Germany Cyprus

-25% 

8%

6%

-44% 

9%

5%

-44% 

9%

5%

-71% 

14%

4%

-43% 

7%

4%

-20% 

5%

4%

-63% 

8%

3%

-66% 

9%

3%

-50% 

4%

2%

-60% 

5%

2%

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Balearics

-63% 

8%

3%

Canary Islands

-25% 

4%

3%

France

-67% 

15%

5%

Italy

-64% 

11%

4%

Portugal

0% 

4%

4%

Mainland Spain

-55% 

11%

5%5%

Greece

0% 

6%

6%

Long break destinations Short break destinations
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8With the traffic light system so influential on trip choice, destinations should do all they can to achieve that status.  

When achieving green status, destinations should shout it from the rooftops – the symbolism and practical implications 

are likely to significantly increase trip confidence and bookings.  This is clearly in evidence with Portugal.  Green 

destinations should also consider aiding understanding of the traffic light system, helping to take down any micro-

barriers to booking foreign travel. 
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Trip details 

1Of those planning an overseas holiday of 4+ nights or 

more, the average trip length is set to be 9.3 nights.  

Although a slight drop on previous years, this is not 

significant.  

2Overseas trips are as likely to be booked 

independently as they are as part of a package.  

There are no noticeable differences to previous 

years, although this will be driven very much by the 

destinations that are being considered – e.g. the 

large drop in trips to Spain mean fewer package trips 

will be booked. 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

10.0 10.0
10.3

9.6
9.9

9.6
9.3

Average trip length of main overseas holiday (Mean)

Booked independently

Booked a package

Other

42%

46%

12%
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Trip details 

3Compared to 2020, longer trips of 

4+ nights are less likely to be to a 

4 or 5 star hotel, and more likely 

to be either ‘stays with friends 

or relatives’ (11% compared to 

7%) or ‘self-catering’.  This is 

likely to reflect a drive for more 

self-sufficiency and the desire to 

reconnect with loved ones.

47%4 or 5 star hotel

2020

2021

3 star hotel + 1 or 2 star hotel

Private villa

Self-catering

‘Homestay’ e.g. air bnb or equivalent

Camping/caravanning
B&B/Guest house

Stay with friends/relatives

22%

7%
8%

7%

4%

1%
1%

2%
2%

4%

8%
9%

11%

22%

37%
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5

Introducing… ClearSight® on UK 
International Holiday Bookings

In response to this challenge our data 
scientists have developed a methodology 
that measures actual holiday bookings 
made for the next 12 months, amongst 
the UK public.

As there’s no longer a measure of agency-
driven demand for UK international 
holiday bookings, the method is based on 
a combination of survey responses and 
data science

Our methodology has already been 
adopted by national tourist boards that 
previously used ‘travel agent data‘.

We are now offering this data along with 
a bespoke report that features a range of 
measures (please see table to the right).

Volume of international bookings, trips 
and their value  
Broken down by country and time of year

Contextual information  
Including the mood of the nation, perceptions 
of when normality will return etc.

Splits by origin, demographics & COVID 
segments

Channel used for booking  
(e.g. OTA, Direct, Travel Agent)

Regional sources of international holiday 
bookings within the UK

Regional trends within countries

Transport used to reach booked 
destination

Trip types and motivations 
What type of trips have been booked? (e.g. 
beach/resort, city break, activity trip, etc.)

Comparisons to competitor countries

Executive summary of key insights

As we look ahead to when we 
are once again able to travel 
internationally, it has never been 
more important to understand 
forward demand.

Each report features:

ClearSight ®
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ClearSight® on UK 
International Holiday 
Bookings: Costs
As well as a one-off report, we offer a 
subscription on either a fortnightly or monthly 
basis for three, six or twelve months.

Report Frequency
Minimum 
Commitment

Price per Report
If commissioned  
for three months

If commissioned 
for six months

If commissioned  
for entire year 2021

One-off (most 
recent report)

One report £1,100 N/A N/A N/A

Fortnightly Three months £550
6 reports 
£3,300

12 reports 
£6,600

24 reports 
£13,200

Monthly Three months £950
3 reports 
£2,850

6 reports 
£5,700

12 reports 
£11,400

Bi-Monthly Six Months £1,000 N/A
3 reports 
£3,000

6 reports 
£6,000

Quarterly Six Months £1,100 N/A
2 reports 
£2,200

4 reports 
£4,400

Tanya Sharapova

+44 7511 752 155

tanya.sharapova@bva-bdrc.com

Research Manager

ClearSight ®
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